
LOK SABHA DEBATES 

LOK SABHA 

Friday, September 4, 1970/Bhadra 13, 
1892 (Saka) 

The uk Sabha met at Eleven 
o/the Clock. 

[SHRI SHRI CHAND GOYAL in the Chair] 

Re. VOTING ON CONSTITUTION 
(TWENTY-FOURTH) AMENDMENT 

BILL 

DR. RAM SUBHAG SINGH (Buxar): 
Sir, yesterday the hon. Speaker was kind 
enough to agree to institute an inquiry into 
the impersonation by a Member of Parlia-
ment. You know, Sir, when a member of 
the Provisional Parliament in 1951 had used 
his name as a member in Bombay with a 
view to putting a question, it was Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru who came forward with 
a resolution and got his membership for-
feited by a unanimous resolution of the 
House. Here is, a Member sitting behind the 
Prime Minister, who is the daughter of that 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, who cast his vote--
it has been proved-for Dr. Pashupati Mandai 
who is there in Bankura. I, therefore, 
request you to see that the memory of 
Pandit Jawaharlalji is revived and this 
Government, which takes credit of what 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru had done, gets the 
membership of persons, who had voted in 
place of other persons, forfeited by the 
unanimous resolution of this House. This is 
my humble demand. I request you to see 
that the inquiry, which was promised 
yesterday by the hon. Speaker, is instituted 
immediately and the whole inquiry process 
is executed as expeditiously as possible, so 
that this hon. Parliament may not lose the 
faith of the people. Now the people of India 
do not have any faith in fair voting in this 
Parliament, because it was under the inspira-
tion of the Government that this thing was 
done. Parliament stands disgraced because 
on that day our request that there should 
be ·physicat voting, was not accepted. 
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SHRI RANGA (Srikakulam) We 
all support this demand. 
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SHRI RAMSHEKHAR PRASAD 
SINGH (Chapra): Sir, my attention has 
been drawn to the report in the press and 
to the statement of the leader of the opposi-
tion. The fact is that some misunder-
standing has taken place regarding the voting 
on the Constitution Amendment Bill. 

In this connection, I have to· make my 
submission. The voting took place altogether 
five times. I voted correctly on four occasions. 
What happened at that time was that when 
I entered the House, the Speaker had 
announced the division and I sat at my seat 
here where I am sitting just now. My bag 
was also there. When the voting took place, 
I pressed the button which was before me. 
Immediatdy when the sign appeared on the 
board, I asked Panditji who was sitting by 
my side to my right, "You have not correct-
ly voted." He said, "No. I have correctly 
voted. But YOll have not." So, went 
forward and told that gentleman to correct 
the mistake. He might not have heard 
clearly what I said because there was a lot 
of noise in the House. My correction was 
made by that gentleman. But, unfortunately, 
he could not correct the wrong vote. This is 
the correct position. 
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H there has been some misunderstanding, 
I am sorry for it. It was not a deliberate 
act nor was my intention bad. Had it been 
so, I could h;lVe done it all the five times. 
This is the correct position. I cannot say 
anything more. I stand by what I have 
said. When the enquiry is held, I will 
explain the same position again. If the 
leader of the opposition thinks that this 
offence is equal to the offence of the gentle-
man to which he referred, I leave it to his 
best wisdom and discretion to judge. 

DR. RAM SUBHAG SINGH: I 
demand an inquiry just like the Mudgal 
inquiry, an independent inquiry, and it 
should be instituted immediately. 
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SHRI SURENDRANATH DWIVEDY 
(Kendra para) : There is no doubt that the 
voting was in no way affected, but, at the 
same time, it is not only on this occasion, 
it has often been found that the record that 
appears after the vote and then the ultimate 
result that is announced by the Speaker, 
it always varies. There is some recording 
whic/l either is not done or there is some 
defect in the machinery which is not working 
properly. (Interruptions) 

Necessarily on a matter of - such impor-
tance ... (Interruptions) -

MR. CHAIRMAN 
Guptaji, please sit down. 

Ram Kishan 

SHRI SURENDRANATH DWIVEDY : 
Necessarily on a matter of such importance 
when the voting was so close, if some 
discrepancies appear, there will be doubt. 
There is no doubt about it. There is suspi· 
cion in the minds of the people that probably 
some other things have come into being. 
Therefore, in order to be assured for the 
future, it is necessary that an inquiry should 
take place in order to find out whether 
there is any defect in the machinery and 
whether we should change the procedure 
altogether because this machinery does not 
give us accurate results. That will be my 
plea. It would not affect the results of 
the voting that has taken place, but, at the 
same time, for future it should be done, and 
as quickly as possible. 

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE (Kanpur): 
Sir, I rise on a point of order. My point 
of order is this that yesterday this matter 
was discusSed both after the Question Hour 
and at the fag end of the day and when the 
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Leader of the Opposition Syndicate raised 
this question ... 

DR. RANI SUBHAG SINGH: Of 
which spokesman you are? 

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE: The leader 
of the Limited Company . . . 

MR. CHAIRMAN 
indulge in such things. 

Please don't 

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE: All right. 
Dr. Ram Subhag Singh ... (Interruptions) 

MR. €HAIRMAN: I am listening to 
everybody. Ram Kishan Guptaji, please 
resume your seat. 

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE: My respected 
Dr. Ram Subhag Singh raised this issue in 
the evening and the Speaker gave a full 
accoun t of the voting and the procedure 
followed and he also said when the questions 
were raised and a suggestion was made by 
my respected friend, Mr. Madhu Limaye, 
that whatever be the merits of the case, it 
was established that fortunately ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Banerjee, 
kindly resume your seat. 

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE: Sir, I am 
coming to my point of order. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is no point 
of order. You want an occasion to speak. 

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE: My point 
of order is this: can a decision which was 
already taken by the speaker yesterday in 
the House be fCHlpened to-day? 
(Interruptions) , 

MR. SPEAKER: Kindly resume your 
seat. 
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SHRI NATH PAl (RajapurJ: I was 
under the impression, with good justfication, 
that the matter was disposed of yesterday. 
The hon. Speaker had assured the House 
that he would take into consideration the 
very valued suggestions some Members of 
the House have made because of the 
discrepancies that were noticed between 
the announced figures shown on the 
board here. If you wanted to hear every-
body, we would have also made our sub-
missions in this regard. The wholo world 
and the nation is watching us on this issue. 
No iota of doubt should be allowed to 
remain in this matter which is of very 
far-reaching importance. This is not an 
ordinary statute; this is not an ordinary 
legislative measure that Parliament is adop-
ting. If the sanctity is vitiated, if doubts 
are created, we owe to ourselves and to the 
country to take the earliest opportunity to 
dispel such doubts. 

Shri Surendranath Dwivedi mentioned 
that the machine does not often record the 
correct state of voting in the House. It 
showed the figure of 336, when actually 
it is 331. We have agreed not to challenge 
the decision. But we want to dispel 
any doubts that are being created. 

It would have been very appropriate had 
the Rules Committee been called into session 
immediately because nO longer are we so-
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ing to be very satisfied with the 
machinery. The appropriate thing would be 
that for Divisions, we go into the lobbies. 
This is one of the things you can 
consider. 

AN HON. MEMBER 
suggested. 

That was 

SHRI NATH PAl: We should be sure 
in our minds as to the procedure to be 
followed hereafter. Shri Surendraneth 
Dwivedy pointed out that in the past also 
after the machine had recorded there had 
been necessity felt to rectify the record-
ing. But the other thing which Shri 
Prakash Vir Shastri pointed out creates grave 
doubts. Nobody is challenging what the 
Speaker has announced. But certain 
doubts continue to linger that all was not 
correct and we, who supported the 
measure, want to be assured that every-
thing was fair. And, unless this satis-
factIOn comes first, there will be such 
lingering doubts all the while that this vital 
measure was not carried with all fairness as 
it should be. 

I have two suggestions on which I 
request your ruling. The Speaker said 
yesterday that Rules Committee may meet. 
I have never known,--I have been for a 
long time the Member of the Rules Com-
mittee-the· Rules Committee meeting after 
Parliament adjourns. It does not meet 
after Parliament adjourns. I don't know 
why it cannot meet now, because of the 
extraordinary importance of the measure. 
And, ultimately some other suggestions have 
come. It is for you to ensure that the 
voting is fair. Would you therefore, 
kindly convey to the Speaker the 
grave anxiety of hon. Members in this 
regard 1 

Finally I would suhmit that a matter 
which is disposed of should not be allow-
ed to be raised in the House so sporadi-
cally. This matter could very well have 
been discussed hy calling a meeting of the 
leaders of the various parties in the 

• House. It should, not be allowed to be 
discussed without proper notice. A 
meeting of the leaders of the opposition 
parties with the hon. Minister of Parlia-
mentary Affairs also could have been 
called. Due notice should be given on 

such matters and this matter cannot he 
treated casually. I hope when you meet 
the Speaker next you will kindly convey the 
grave anxiety that is being' felt. We are 
not worried about the result of that parti-
cular voting, because, that, he has said, was 
correct. But, because certain doubts have 
been created, we all think, it is necessary to 
eliminate them. 

SHRI TENNETI YISWANATHAM 
(Yisakkapatnam): I was ,one of those who 
voted for the Bill and yet I feel that there 
should be no douht in the mind, of those 
who voted against the Bill that something 
went wrong. I am anxious as Mr. Nath Pai 
has also said, that there should be a com-
plete, thorough enquiry into the working 
of the machine or the working of the hands 
that operate the machinery or the counting 
of the tellers and the additions, subtractions 
and divisions. 

In this morning's newspaper we found a 
statement signed by 40 45 very respected 
Members of this House and I do not like 
anything being said by anybody that 
those who were for the Bill won it by 
a sort of voting which is not quite above 
suspicion. 

Therefore, we are absolutely anxious that 
the earliest opportunity should be taken to 
enquire into the matter and to set right the 
douhts. Thank you. 

SHRI J. B. KRIPALANI (Guna) : It 
is a very simple question. I do not see 
why there should be any arguments. The 
Hon. Speaker has said that he would 
appoint some committee or the other. 
The HoU>e is dispersing today and, there-
fore, it must be immediately done. That 
is all. If there is any explanation to be 
given by our friend the hon. Minister, he 
can give it to the Committee. What is the 
good of giving it here? This is a very 
simple question and it must be expedited 
because we are dispersing today. 

SHRI S. KANDAPPAN (Mettur) 
Th.. matter has assumed a little more 
importance than what I had felt yesterday ; 
because of the statements that have appeared 
in' the press and also because of the matter 
being raised again by Dr. Ram Subhag 
Singh, a suspicion may legitimately be 
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created in the minds of the public-that is 
very unfortunate-that the Bill was carried 
by unfair means. So, more than those who 
opposed this Bill, those who were supporting 
tbe Bill are anxious about it. 

I would like to point out to the res-
ponsible leaders of tbe Opposition that 
before we come to a conclusion and before 
we ascertain the facts, let us not inadver-
tently cast aspersion on our own colleagues 
in this House because that is what Dr. 
Ram Subhag Singh's words tantamount 
to. I would rather wish to think that even 
the recorded vote of an absent Member 
might have been inadvertently done ; ... 

SHRI RANGA: We do not know the 
facts. 

SHRI S. KANDAPPAN: We do not 
know. So, we have to be fair to all 
sides. 

DR. RAM SUBHAG SINGH: It was 
done internationally. 

SHRI S. KANDAPPAN would 
rather wish to think that Parliament has not 
stooped to such a low level as yet. So, let 
us not give out this impression thus belittling 
ourselves in the eyes of the world and in the 
eyes of the citizens of our own country. So, 
I would only add my voice to the suggestion 
made by Shri Nath Pai that Rules Committee 
should immediately meet in order to clear the 
suspicion and doubts. 

SHRI SHEO NARAIN (Basti): May 
I make one submission ? ..... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The han. Member 
may resume his seat. At this rate, there 
will be n a end to this. If I permit him, 
I cannot prevent others from speaking. 

SHRI NAGESHWAR DWIVEDI 
(Machhli Shahar) rose-

MR. CHAIRMAN The han. 
Member's friend has already explained. 

The position is that this' matter was 
raised yesterday and discussed at length. 
The hon. Members had an opportunity and 
occasion to place their views and to make 

suggestions. In fact, the Hon. Speaker had 
indicated yes terday that he would go into 
the matter, because a suspicion has arisen, 
and he would institute an inquiry and go 
into the matter. Therefore, there was no 
occasion and no necessity to raise this issue 
again. I do not think that it will be proper 
to r .. ise issues over and over again especially 
when no fresh material has been furnished 
to the House. Only the arguments which 
were made out yesterday by han. Members 
have been repeated today. Since the 
Speaker has already given his mind, there-
fore, I repeat that it is for him to decide the 
manner in which he has to conduct the 
enquiry, whether he is going to associate 
some leaders of the various parties or some 
hon. Members of this House ; it is for him 
to decide. I am not in a position to say 
anything. But I shall certainly convey the 
sentiments expressed by the House to the 
Hon. Speaker, and I hope be will take note 
of the observations as well as the soggestions 
made by bon. Members. 

SHRI ONKARLAL BERWA (Kota) 
rose-

SHRI SURENDRANATH DWIVEDY: 
I had written to the Speaker ...... 

SHRIMATI SUCHETA KRIPALANI 
(Gonda): I want to raise a point with 
your permission ... _ .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN First, Shri 
Onkar Lal Berwa. 
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11.24 brs. 
Re.: FLOOD SITUATION AND 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS 
MATTERS 

SHRI SURENDRANATH DWIVEDY 
(Kendrapara) : I have written to the 


